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Abstract
The local ac magnetic response in Bi 2 Sr2 CaCu 2 O 8 crystals of platelet and prism shapes has been measured using
microscopic arrays of Hall sensors. At elevated temperatures the ac response in platelet samples is governed by the
geometrical barrier whereas a distributed Bean–Livingston surface barrier is dominant for the prism-shaped sample. In the
local measurements these two barriers display qualitatively different behavior and can be individually studied. Models for
the local ac response are derived for the two cases and good agreement with experiment is obtained. q 1997 Elsevier
Science B.V.
PACS: 74.60.Ec; 74.60.Ge; 74.60.Jg; 74.62.Hs
Keywords: Vortex dynamics; Surface barrier; Geometry effect; Magnetic susceptibility

1. Introduction
Magnetic hysteresis and irreversibility are among the most commonly investigated properties of high-temperature superconductors ŽHTSC.. Hysteretic behavior is readily measured using either dc or ac experimental
techniques. It provides valuable information on vortex dynamics and pinning which are of central importance
for both fundamental and applied research w1–3x. The common source of hysteresis in superconductors is bulk
vortex pinning due to material defects and inhomogeneities w1–5x. However, there are at least two additional
important mechanisms of magnetic irreversibility, the Bean–Livingston ŽBL. surface barrier w6–17x and the
geometrical barrier w18–25x w26–35x. The BL surface barrier is the result of a competition between two forces,
the image force that attracts a vortex towards a parallel surface, and the Lorentz force due to Meissner shielding
currents that drives vortices into the bulk of the sample. The geometrical barrier arises due to a competition
between the elongation energy of a vortex penetrating into the sample corners and the Lorentz force. Because
they have different physical origins, these two barriers depend differently on experimental conditions. The
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geometrical barrier is determined by the shape of the sample, whereas the BL barrier is sensitive to surface
quality as well as thermal relaxation processes. Usually in low pinning HTSC all three mechanisms affect the
vortex behavior. It is therefore difficult to distinguish between the various contributions to the magnetic
hysteresis using global magnetization experiments without complicated modeling w35,36x. Although it has
recently been claimed that BL surface barriers in HTSC are irrelevant due to the poor surface quality and sharp
corners w37,38x, we present compelling evidence here that the surface barrier may play a dominant role in
magnetic hysteresis in low pinning samples of HTSC.
In this paper we show that both geometrical and surface barriers are important in HTSC and their individual
contributions can be studied separately by proper shaping of the samples. We investigate the local ac response in
Bi 2 Sr2 CaCu 2 O 8 ŽBSCCO. crystals at elevated temperatures where bulk pining is negligible and the magnetic
response is governed predominantly by the surface and geometrical barriers. In platelet-shaped samples in
perpendicular applied field direct separation between the geometrical and surface barriers is difficult, even with
local techniques w28,29x. The geometrical barrier can however be suppressed by changing the shape of the
crystals. In particular, a prism geometry has no geometrical barrier w39x. In this configuration, however, the BL
surface barriers become distributed over the entire surface of the sample and have a more pronounced effect
w40x. In the following sections the ac response in platelet and prism geometries is derived and compared with the
experimental results. It is shown that the local responses in these two cases are strikingly different reflecting the
distinct underlying irreversibility mechanisms.

2. Experimental technique
The local ac susceptibility has been measured on several high quality BSCCO single crystals. The crystals
with Tc f 90 K were grown using a traveling solvent floating zone method w41x. Three samples were cut from
one large crystal. Samples A and B were 110 = 240 = 25 mm3 and 240 = 300 = 40 mm3 respectively, and
sample C was polished into a triangular prism shape with base 660 = 270 mm2 and a height of 70 mm along the
c-axis.

Fig. 1. The array of GaAs Hall sensors. Schematic layout of the photolithographically patterned two-dimensional electron-gas active layer
Žtop., and the experimental setup Žbottom.. Both dc and ac magnetic fields are applied along the c-axis of the sample.
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The samples were placed on the surface of an array of micro Hall sensors fabricated from a GaAsrAlGaAs
heterostructure w29x Žsee Fig. 1.. Crystal A was studied using an array of 10 sensors with active areas of 3 = 3
mm2 . For the other samples, 10 = 10 mm2 sensors were used. These sensors combine extremely high sensitivity
Žof about 0.1VrG. with high spatial resolution. The dc and ac magnetic fields were applied along the c-axis of
the crystals. The samples were cooled in zero applied field and then the local ac response was measured as a
function of dc magnetic field at constant temperature. The ac component of the Hall voltage was detected using
a standard lock-in technique. Both components of the ac magnetic response were measured for each of the
X
sensors across the sample: the in-phase component Bac
describing the shielding, and the out-of-phase
Y
component Bac related to the ac losses. The experiment allowed simultaneous measurement of both dc and ac
responses. All experiments were carried out at low frequency. There was practically no frequency dependence
of ac response in the range of 10–100 Hz at elevated temperatures and all presented results were obtained at
f s 37 Hz.

3. Platelet geometry
3.1. Equilibrium magnetization
We start by considering a long platelet sample of width 2W ŽyW - x - W . and thickness d < W,
Žydr2- z - dr2. with no bulk pinning in the presence of a transverse applied field Ha 5 z Žsee Fig. 2.. The
magnetization process is described as follows. At low applied fields the induced Meissner currents shield the
interior of the sample and no vortices are present except in the sharp corners at < x < f W and < z < f dr2 as shown
in Fig. 2Ža.. As the field increases the curved vortices cutting through the corners elongate until they merge at

Fig. 2. Platelet sample in transverse magnetic field. Ža. The curved vortices penetrate into the corners of the sample with increasing applied
field until they merge at z s 0. Žb. Field penetration in the model tapered edge of the sample. Straight vortices fill the edge region
e- x -W. At Hdc ) Hp a central vortex droplet of width 2 b is formed.
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z s 0 when the field reaches the value of the penetration field Hp . If the field is further increased the vortices
are driven by the Meissner current to the center of the sample at x s 0.
In order to simplify the mathematical description of the geometrical barrier we model this process by
describing the edge region as a tapered edge at W y dr2 - < x < - W with angle 2 a s 908 filled by straight
vortices at e - < x < - W as shown in Fig. 2Žb.. The energy of the vortex is given by its line energy
e 0 s f 0 Hc1r4 p times the length of the vortex, which grows linearly and then saturates for < x < - W y dr2. Let
us consider a vortex in the edge region of the sample ŽFig. 2Žb... A shift of this vortex by D x into the sample
will increase the vortex energy due to its elongation D z s 2D x tan a s 2D x by DU s 2D x e 0 . As a result
there is a horizontal force Flt in the tapered part of the sample due to the vortex line tension. This drives the
vortex towards the sample edge. The other force acting on the vortex is a Lorentz force, FL s J y Ž x . f 0rc due to
interaction of the vortex with the Meissner current J y Ž x .. This force acts towards the sample center. In the
steady state situation these two forces, acting in opposite directions, have to be balanced by setting an
appropriate value of J y Ž x . in the edge region. As the field increases the vortex-filled region e - < x < - W at the
edge of the sample expands until the flux front e reaches x s W y dr2 at Ha s Hp . Beyond this point the
x-component of the line-tension force disappears Ž Flt s 0. and the Lorentz force drives the penetrating vortices
towards the sample center. At fields above Hp the penetrated vortices are focused by the surrounding Meissner
currents in the center of the sample, forming a droplet of vortices.
The dc magnetic field and current distributions in platelet samples in the presence of a geometrical barrier
were recently derived in detail in Refs. w18,19,32,33x. The following analytical expression is obtained, in the
zero-pinning case, for the distribution of the magnetic induction across the sample
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where b and e are two spatial parameters describing the half width of vortex droplet in the center of the sample
and the width of the edge field penetrated region ŽFig. 2Žb.., and x is the distance from the center of the sample.
The parameters b and e are determined by the magnetization history and by the applied field
Ha s
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The global magnetization due to the geometrical barrier is then given by
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Fig. 3 describes the corresponding hysteretic magnetization loop Žsolid line.. After zero field cooling Ha s 0
and the parameters e s W and b s 0. As Ha is increased the vortices first penetrate only into the sample edges
and parameter e decreases while b initially remains zero. At Ha s Hp the parameter e reaches its minimum
value e min f W y dr2 and the first vortex overcomes the geometrical barrier and enters into the bulk of the
sample. The corresponding field is Hp f Ž2 Hc1rp . drW . Above this field vortices penetrate into the center of
the sample, and b increases approaching its maximum value bmax f W y dr2 with constant e s e min . The
magnetization for the increasing field branch of the dc magnetization loop in Fig. 3 is given by
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On the decreasing field, Žfor H ) 0. the vortices are trapped in the bulk of the sample by the Meissner
current Žsee Fig. 4.. As the field decreases, the vortex droplet first expands up to a maximum allowed value
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Fig. 3. The theoretical dc magnetization loop due to geometrical barrier Žsolid. and ac magnetization trajectories at various positions along
the loop Ždashed. Ž d r W s 0.2, Hac s 0.17Hp ..

bmax s W y dr2, and only then the vortices begin to leave the sample. The parameter e increases with the
decreasing field and approaches W at Ha s 0. On the decreasing branch of Fig. 3, the global magnetization is
given by
Mdec s y
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The hysteretic magnetization due to the geometrical barrier becomes reversible at fields on the order of Hc1 .
In the presence of a BL surface barrier in addition to the geometrical barrier the above description is
modified only slightly. As described in detail in Section 4 below, the decreasing field branch of the
magnetization loop is practically unchanged since there is no effective BL surface barrier for vortex exit. On
increasing field however, the magnetization can be enhanced significantly by the additional barrier in the
tapered edge region. In this case M will be given by the same expressions as above with Hc1 replaced by some
higher characteristic field of the BL surface barrier. As a result the hysteresis will be larger and the
irreversibility field may become significantly higher than Hc1 . The qualitative behavior nevertheless remains
similar to the case of the geometrical barrier.

Fig. 4. Dome shaped field profile B z Ž x . at Hmax Žsolid. and Hmin Ždashed. following Eq. Ž1.. In the center of the vortex droplet the ac
X
X
X
response Bac is always positive. Near the edges of the vortex droplet Bac attains negative values. In the vortex-free regions Bac s 0.
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3.2. The local ac response for a platelet-shaped sample
The local ac response in the platelet sample exhibits rather unusual behavior due to the geometrical barrier.
Let us first consider the expected susceptibility x X for a small ac field with amplitude Hac < Hp . The total
instantaneous applied field is given by HaŽ t . s Hdc q Hac cosŽ v t .. We define a local permeability m Ž x . s mX y
X
Y
X
Y
.rHac where Bac
Ž x . and Bac
Ž x . are the in-phase and out-of-phase amplitudes of ac compoi mY s Ž Bac
y i Bac
nents of the local field Bz Ž x . measured at the fundamental frequency. The real part of the local susceptibility
x X s Ž1r4p .Ž mX y 1. is expected to be y1r4p in the Meissner state, gradually increasing monotonically to
zero in the fully penetrated state. This behavior is indeed commonly observed in global measurements w35x. In
the case of local measurements however, the behavior is much richer and more complicated w31x.
A remarkable phenomenon takes place at fields slightly above Hp . The number of vortices in the sample is
determined by the peak field value, Hamax s Hdc q Hac . The corresponding field profile is shown by the solid
line in Fig. 4. When the instantaneous magnetic field decreases, the Meissner current and the associated Lorentz
force which acts to focus vortices in the center of the sample also decrease. As a result the vortex droplet starts
to spread out Žboth parameters b and e increase.. Provided the condition b - W y dr2 is held, however,
b
vortices cannot leave the sample, and the ‘‘captured’’ flux F s Hyb
Bz Ž x .d x is constant. If Hac and Hdc are
small enough, this condition will still be satisfied at the minimum instantaneous field Hamin s Hdc y Hac . The
new field distribution calculated under this constraint is plotted as the dashed line in Fig. 4. On increasing
instantaneous applied field the vortex droplet is compressed again. Thus the vortex droplet ‘‘breaths’’ with the
ac field and the edges of the vortex droplet Ž< x < s b . move in opposite phase with respect of the instantaneous
field HaŽ t ..
In Fig. 5 we present numerical simulations of the local ac response calculated using static Eqs. Ž1. and Ž2.
above as a function of Hdc for different positions across the sample. In the sample center Bz Ž x . increases with

X
Y
Fig. 5. Calculated local ac response Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. due to geometrical barrier in platelet sample at various locations x r W across the
X
Y
sample as a function of Hdc . A negative Bac appears in the vicinity of Hp for < x <r W ) 0. The dissipation signal Bac appears at Hpo and is
X
X
accompanied by a kink in Bac . Bac is hysteretic at Hdc - Hpo Žshown only for x s 0..
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Ha and hence the local permeability is positive. However, close to the droplet edges Bz Ž x . decreases with
X
Ž x . is in anti-phase with Hac resulting in a negative local mX
increasing instantaneous HaŽ t . and therefore Bac
X
X
and Bac which is clearly demonstrated in the Fig. 5Ža.. A negative value for Bac
is in striking contrast to the
X
predictions of all the common ac susceptibility models w5,42–49x which predict a positive Bac
everywhere in the
bulk of the sample. The main source of the discrepancy is that in the standard models vortices penetrate and
leave the sample during each cycle of the ac field. In our case however the geometrical barrier enforces an
invariant number of vortices inside the sample. Therefore the vortex droplet undergoes only compressional
deformations that result in positive mX in the center and negative mX closer to the edges. Note that the global mX
of the entire sample is always positive and this unique negative response can be observed only by use of local
measurements.
Now we consider x Y . We showed above that for small ac fields, the number of vortices in the sample is
preserved during an ac cycle. In our quasistatic approach the ac measurements are equivalent to determination of
minor loops on a magnetization loop as shown Fig. 3 Ždashed lines.. In the absence of bulk pinning and at low
fields, these trajectories are reversible which results in x Y s 0 ŽFig. 5Žb... As Hdc increases, the width of the dc
magnetization loop decreases, and at some point the amplitude of Hac becomes sufficient to cross between the
ascending and descending branches of the dc loop as shown by trajectory 3 in Fig. 3. We denote the dc field at
this point as the pinch-off field, Hpo . For Hdc ) Hpo the minor magnetization loop due to the ac field becomes
hysteretic and dissipation thus appears. The global dissipation is proportional to the area enclosed by the minor
loops. It reaches a sharp maximum at point 4 in Fig. 3. The pinch-off field Hpo is determined by the shape of
the magnetization loop Ži.e., by sample geometry and by Hc1 . and Hac , and is independent of the observation
point x in the crystal. The amplitude of the out-of-phase component of the ac response, however, is strongly
position dependent, increasing from the center towards the sample edge ŽFig. 5Žb... Note that the maximum
dissipation appears at the same field everywhere in the sample. This maximum is the same as that normally
observed by global measurements and sometimes erroneously attributed to the bulk pinning properties of the
sample. At higher fields the dissipation decreases again as hysteresis in the full magnetization loop shrinks and
then vanishes Žpoint 5 in Fig. 3..
The origin of the dissipation is the following. The dissipative signal appears when the vortex droplet reaches
the sample edges and vortices leave and enter the crystal during each ac cycle. There is little or no dissipation
otherwise since there is no bulk pinning. The geometrical barrier is asymmetric with respect to vortex entry and
exit. As a result on increasing field vortices enter the sample with a high potential energy in order to overcome
the barrier, and leave the sample on decreasing field at low potential. The observed dissipation signal is due to
the work carried out by the external field against the geometrical barrier. This mechanism is fundamentally
different from the dissipation due to bulk pinning and results in the unique local response as shown in Fig. 5.
3.3. Experimental results
X
Fig. 6 shows experimentally determined Bac
at T s 77.5 K in platelet BSCCO crystal as a function of Hdc
X
measured by 10 mm Hall sensors. At x s 0 a positive Bac
appears with the formation of the vortex droplet at
X
Hdc s Hp y Hac . Away from the center, however, Bac s 0 as long as the size of the droplet is small. As Hdc
X
increases the droplet edge b reaches the observation point x resulting in a negative Bac
that gradually turns
X
positive with any further increase of Hdc . The negative Bac occurs at progressively higher Hdc at larger xrW.
This data was obtained with a large ac modulation Ž Hac s 5 G rms. which slightly smears the sharp theoretical
peaks.
X
Y
Fig. 7 presents the experimental Bac
and Bac
as a function of Hdc for different positions across the sample.
X
In addition to the negative dip in Bac and the dissipation peak which have been discussed above, three distinct
Y
X
X
features are predicted at Hpo : a sharp onset of Bac
, a kink in Bac
, and a hysteretic Bac
at Hdc - Hpo w31x.
Y
X
Ž
.
Ž
.
Further, as suggested above, the experimental Bac x is largest at x s 0, while Bac x is highest close to the
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X

Fig. 6. Experimental Bac in BSCCO platelet crystal as a function of Hdc measured using 10 mm sensors at various locations x r W across
the sample ŽT s 77.5 K, Hac s 5 G rms.. For clarity, the ac response is shown for the decreasing applied field only at the center of the
sample.

edges in accord with the model. In addition, the dissipation peaks are asymmetric with a slower fall-off at the
high-field side. All these features are clearly experimentally resolved in Figs. 6 and 7.
X
An interesting observation is the hysteresis in local Bac
as a function of Hdc at low fields as shown in Fig.
5Ža. and Fig. 6 Žpresented only for x s 0 for clarity.. This hysteresis is another characteristic feature of the
geometrical barrier that is not obtained in other models. On the decreasing branch of the dc magnetization loop
the vortex droplet extends to the sample edges w18,19x. The deformation of the dome by Hac results in negative
X
X
Bac
only close to the sample edges, whereas the rest of the sample displays a positive Bac
that is larger on

X
Y
Fig. 7. Experimental Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. measured in BSCCO platelet using 3 mm sensors at T s 77.5 K and Hac s 0.5 G rms at various
locations x r W: \, 0.1, ^, 0.4, e, 0.5, =, 0.6, `, 0.9. The structure in the data at 60 Oe is due to the vortex lattice melting transition.
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decreasing Hdc than on increasing field w31x. Note that in global measurements, the total x X displays almost no
hysteresis since trajectories 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 have very similar slopes.
Two additional and final points with regard to the platelet sample should be noted: Ži. the displacement of
vortices inside the droplet ŽFig. 4. and within the edge region should in general result in dissipation and this is
Y
indeed observed experimentally Žthe finite values of Bac
at Hdc - Hpo in Fig. 7Žb... This dissipation may
become significant at high frequencies, but is small at lower frequencies, and was ignored in our calculations.
Žii. The sharp peak feature at about 60 G in Fig. 7Ža. is associated with the first-order vortex lattice phase
transition w50x and we do not concern ourselves further with it in this manuscript.

4. Prism geometry
In the previous sections we have discussed the geometrical barrier in platelet geometry. We now turn to the
effects of BL surface barrier. The BL surface barrier is present in platelet-shaped samples in addition to the
geometrical barrier. In Ref. w35x a careful analysis of the global ac response for platelet samples was performed.
It was shown, that geometrical and surface barriers result in very similar behavior of the ac susceptibility with
only minor differences in quantitative factors Žfor example the position of the maximum in x Y occurs at
Hac s Hp2r2 Hdc for surface barrier and at Hac s Hp Hc1r2 Hdc for the geometrical barrier respectively.. In the
platelet geometry the BL surface barrier effectively enhances the effect of the geometrical barrier without
altering the qualitative local and global features. This means that it is difficult to separate the two contributions
in platelet geometry without relying on specific models of the different temperature or frequency dependencies
of these two barriers. We now show, however, that by changing the sample geometry the BL surface barrier can
be investigated independently.
4.1. Equilibrium magnetization
Let us consider a thin long triangular prism-shaped sample of width 2W, height d and base angle
a s arctanŽ drW . in applied field Ha along the c-axis. As before we neglect bulk pinning, limiting our
consideration to elevated temperatures. The geometrical barrier is absent in this geometry w39x. We first analyze
the equilibrium magnetization process in the prism sample in the absence of a BL surface barrier. Fig. 8 shows a

Fig. 8. Force balance of a vortex in a prism sample. The change in the potential energy due to the elongation of the vortex line with its
displacement results in a force Flt which acts to drive the vortex out of the sample. In the steady state situation this force is balanced by the
Lorentz force FL of the equilibrium shielding current acting towards the sample center.
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simplified picture of a vortex in the prism 1. Following the same approach as developed for the edge region of
the platelet sample Žsee Fig. 2., there are two main forces acting on the vortex. The vortex line tension e 0
results in a force Flt s ydUrd x s e 0 tan a which drives the vortex towards the edge. In a steady state
situation this force has to be balanced by the Lorentz force FL of the shielding current, FL s Je f 0rc, which
drives the vortex towards the center. Here Je is the equilibrium shielding current expressed in units of the sheet
current per unit width. It is interesting to note that this current flows predominantly on the top slanted surfaces
of the prism, but in the following analysis only the integrated values over the sample thickness are of
importance. As the applied field is increased vortices penetrate through the prism edges up to < x < s a. In the flux
penetrated region a - < x < - W the force balance Flt s FL has to be maintained in steady state in a uniform
equilibrium current Je s Ž c e 0rf 0 .tan a s Ž cHc1r4p .tan a . In the vortex free region < x < - a an appropriate
current distribution J y Ž x . has to be found which results in Bz Ž x . s 0. This problem is mathematically similar to
the flux penetration into a platelet sample with strong uniform bulk pinning on increasing field w51–53x. In both
cases we require a uniform current in the field penetrated regions, and zero field in the flux free central region.
The physical origin, however, is fundamentally different. In the strong pinning case the current acts against the
pinning force expressed by the critical current Jc . This current flows in opposite direction on increasing and
decreasing field resulting in hysteretic magnetization. In our case, in contrast, the current is due to the vortex
line tension which acts in the same direction on both increasing and decreasing applied field, thus resulting in a
fully reversible magnetization. Thus the equilibrium field and current distributions in a thin prism-shaped
sample without bulk pinning are mathematically similar to a platelet strip with strong pinning on increasing
applied field.
Following the notation of Ref. w51x the width of central field-free region is given by 2 a, where
as

W

Ž 6.

cosh Ž HarBf .

and the characteristic field Bf is
Bf s

4
c
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The distribution of the sheet current J y Ž x . s Je f Ž x,a. is expressed by
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Note that here Je denotes sheet current and hence should be compared with dJc in Ref. w51x where Jc is the
critical current density and d is the sample thickness.

1
For simplicity a straight vortex line is analyzed here. In practice the vortex is slightly curved as shown in Fig. 2. Due to the extremely
high anisotropy of BSCCO, the line energy of the extra in-plane segments is negligible. Therefore it is only the extent of the vortex along
the c-axis which needs to be considered for our approximate force balance evaluation.
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Fig. 9. Calculated current J y Ž x . Ža. and field Bz Ž x . Žb. distributions in the prism sample under equilibrium magnetization conditions at
various values of Ha following Eqs. Ž8. and Ž9.. B z Ž x . diverges in the vicinity of the sample edge.

The corresponding distributions of J y Ž x . and Bz Ž x . are presented in Fig. 9. It is important to realize that
these are the equilibrium magnetization distributions which are fully reversible and result from the specific
prism shape of the sample. In a thin slab with elliptical cross section for comparison, the field distribution is
uniform across the sample and the sheet current is zero at x s 0, increasing towards the edge as xr 'W 2 y x 2 .
Elliptical cross section is exactly the marginal case. Cross sections which are more ‘‘tapered’’ than an ellipse
behave reversibly, and have a minimum Bz Ž x . in the center of the sample, as in Fig. 9. In contrast, samples
which are flatter than an ellipse have a maximum of Bz Ž x . in the center Žlike in Fig. 4., and display hysteretic
magnetization due to the presence of the geometrical barrier.
4.2. Distributed surface barrier
The BL surface barrier is usually thought to act on a vortex in close vicinity to a smooth parallel surface. It
was suggested that sharp corners suppress the surface barriers in HTSC w37,38x since vortices can easily
penetrate the sharp edges and then expand with no potential barrier. In the following we show that for layered
HTSC systems like BSCCO, this assumption may not be relevant.
In the standard description of the BL surface barrier a straight vortex is considered in close vicinity to a
parallel surface w6–8,13,14x. Once the vortex overcomes the barrier its motion within the bulk of the material is
determined by the bulk properties of the sample. Let us consider a 3D vortex in a prism sample as shown in Fig.
8. In the absence of bulk pinning this vortex can be displaced reversibly as described above, and no surface
barriers are involved in this process. The surface barrier is present only at the sharp edge of the prism which
governs vortex entry and exit. In this case the effect of the BL surface barrier is indeed expected to be
suppressed since the sharp edge acts as a weak ‘‘entry point’’ for the vortex and the subsequent motion of the
vortex into the sample does not involve any activation process. However, in highly anisotropic layered materials
like BSCCO the situation is fundamentally different. The vortex line can be considered as a stack of vortex
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Fig. 10. The distributed BL surface barrier in a layered prism-shaped sample. The vortex line consists of a stack of pancake vortices. The
interlayer distance is denoted by s. The pancake vortices interact with their images outside the slanted sample surface resulting in a local
surface barrier at distances of the order of the coherence length j . Displacement of the vortex line towards the prism center requires addition
of pancake vortices at the top of the stack. Addition of each pancake involves activation over the local surface barrier.

pancakes as shown in Fig. 10. The discrete nature of this structure results in the appearance of enhanced surface
barrier effect. Here, an inward displacement of the vortex, due to a small increase of the applied field for
example, results in a change of the vortex length and hence requires addition of extra vortex pancakes at the top
of the stack. Each addition of a pancake involves a single local penetration event over a BL surface barrier. As a
result, for any chosen location across the prism, vortex motion involves activation over the BL surface barrier.
This situation is very different from the usual concept of the BL surface barrier which influences only the entry
and exit processes, while the bulk vortex properties are unaffected. Here in contrast, the discrete nature of the
system results in an effective barrier for vortex motion throughout the sample rather than only at the entry and
exit points. Hereafter we refer to this special situation as a ‘‘distributed surface barrier’’.
An alternative way of visualizing the distributed surface barrier is by noting that in the 3D case of Fig. 8 the
vortex line has to ‘‘climb’’ a smooth potential on moving deeper into the prism. The potential increase is
precisely balanced by the Lorentz force due to the equilibrium shielding current which results in fully reversible
behavior as described in the previous section. In a layered system of Fig. 10, in contrast, the vortex line
effectively has to ‘‘climb’’ a staircase corresponding to the individual layers. The average slope of the staircase
is still balanced by the equilibrium shielding current. However, any advance to the next step involves an
activation process over a local surface barrier. This barrier exists at any location of the vortex across the prism
sample in contrast to the usual case where the surface barrier exists only at the entry point.
We emphasize that a presence of an in-plane field component does not alter the described process since the
motion of a slightly tilted vortex also requires addition or removal of discrete pancakes. In addition, it is
important to note that in contrast to the usual case w13x the distributed barrier is rather robust against local
surface imperfections since any further advance of a vortex into the bulk beyond the defect region is impeded by
the rest of the undamaged surface. It is also important to appreciate that the BL surface barrier is in fact partially
distributed even in the platelet, with the ‘‘distribution’’ occurring over the edge region as seen in Fig. 2. The
curved vortices penetrating through the sharp corners have to ‘‘acquire’’ additional pancakes at the edges until
they reach their full length. Therefore in the highly anisotropic HTSC the sharp corners do not eliminate the BL
barriers in any geometry.
The mechanism of the distributed surface barrier introduced above can be described on a microscopic level
and will be presented in detail elsewhere w40x. Here we use a simple phenomenological approach in order to
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model the hysteretic response due to this barrier. We thus modify the equilibrium magnetization process
described in Eqs. Ž8. and Ž9. as following. On increasing applied field an additional shielding current Jsb has to
flow in order to allow the penetrating pancake vortices to overcome the surface barrier, thus J up s Je q Jsb Ž Hdc ..
Jsb is in general field dependent w7,13,14x and decreases with increasing field. On decreasing applied field the
barrier for pancake exit is very low and is neglected for simplicity, thus J down s Je , and only the equilibrium
current due to vortex line tension is present as described in the previous section. The hysteretic dc magnetization
behavior can thus be calculated using Eqs. Ž6. – Ž9. with appropriate J up and J down currents.
4.3. The local response for a prism-shaped sample
Now we consider the local response in a prism-shaped sample with the distributed surface barrier. The
applied field is given as previously by HaŽ t . s Hdc q Hac cosŽ v t . where Hac is the amplitude of the ac
X
Y
modulation. We calculate the local ac response Bac
and Bac
in the same way as we did for the case for the
platelet-shaped sample. We again consider the quasistatic limit and use Eqs. Ž6. – Ž9. above replacing Je by
J up s Je q Jsb on increasing applied field and J down s Je on decreasing field. For simplicity we assume a linear
decrease of the surface barrier current with the applied field, Jsb A Hir y Hdc for Hdc F Hir , and Jsb s 0 at fields
above the irreversibility field Hir where the surface barrier vanishes.
At t s 0 the instantaneous applied field is at its maximum value Hmax s Hdc q Hac . At this point the width of
the flux-free region attains its lowest value a 0 s aŽ Hmax , J up . described by Eqs. Ž6. and Ž7. with current J up
and corresponding characteristic field Bfup . The current and field distributions are shown by u s v t s 08 curves
in Fig. 11. As the field decreases vortices near the prism edges leave the sample. In order to describe this
process we use a superposition method following Ref. w51x, with two terms. The first term is the distribution at
Hmax described by Eqs. Ž6. – Ž9. with J up . This is our initial state. The second term describes the change with

Fig. 11. Calculated profiles of J y Ž x . Ža. and Bz Ž x . Žb. for decreasing instantaneous applied field in the prism sample with distributed
surface barrier at different phase, u , of the ac field Ž u s v t .. u s 08 corresponds to the initial state, Hma x s Hdc q Hac , and u s1808
corresponds to Hmin s Hdc y Hac Ž Hdc s 2 Bfdown , Hac s Bfdown , Jsb Ž Hdc .r Je s 0.66..
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respect to the Hmax state. It is given by the same equations but with parameter a s aŽ Hmax y Ha , Jsb . and with a
current J down y J up s yJsb which flows in the opposite direction. As a result at x ) a the total current is
J down s Je which allows vortex exit near the edges. This situation is depicted for example by the u s 608 curve
in Fig. 11. We emphasize that in the prism geometry with no bulk pinning the current always flows in the same
direction and the field is positive everywhere. This is in contrast to the platelet case with strong bulk pinning
where a negative current is flowing in the outer region when the field is decreased. This negative current also
results in a negative field at the edges Žsee for example Fig. 5 in Ref. w51x. and as a result antivortices are
present at the edges. These annihilate the pinned vortices as the field is decreased. In Fig. 11, however, no
antivortices are present provided that Ha G 0. In the outer region the current is the equilibrium current Je which
results in zero net force and the vortices may leave the sample. At a 0 - x - a, however, Je - J - Je q Jsb and
the vortices are ‘‘frozen’’ resulting in invariant Bz Ž x . distribution in this region ŽFig. 11Žb... Here the vortices
cannot move deeper into the sample since the Lorentz force is not sufficient to overcome the pancake surface
barrier. On the other hand, they cannot move outward since this force is larger than the outward line tension
force. So the larger current holds the vortices against the distributed surface barrier. This situation is similar to
the bulk pinning case with yJc - J - Jc where vortices are immobile.
As field is further decreased a decreases and more vortices leave the sample. If Hac is sufficiently large, as is
the case shown in Fig. 11, a will reach a 0 at which point J F Je everywhere and all the previous magnetization
history is erased. At lower fields the field free region expands and J y Ž x . and Bz Ž x . are described by the
equilibrium magnetization Eqs. Ž6. – Ž9. with a s aŽ Ha , Je . Žsee u s 1208 and 1808 curves in Fig. 11..
In order to calculate the response during the increasing half wave of the ac field we take the distribution at
u s 1808 as the new initial state. If Hac is sufficiently large this state is described by one parameter
a1 s aŽ Hmin , Je ., as is the case in Figs. 11 and 12. For low ac amplitudes, however, this state is represented by
the superposition of two distributions described by a 0 and a1. As field is increased the profiles are given by
superposition of the initial state at Hmin and the new additional distribution described by Eqs. Ž6. – Ž9. with

Fig. 12. Calculated current Ža. and field Žb. profiles as in Fig. 11 for increasing instantaneous applied field in the prism at different phase u
of ac field. u s1808 corresponds to Hmin and u s 3608 corresponds to Hmax .
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a s aŽ Ha y Hmin , Jsb . with a current J up y J down s Jsb which flows in the positive direction. At x ) a the total
current is therefore J up s Je q Jsb allowing new vortices to penetrate into the edges as shown for u s 2208 and
2408 in Fig. 12. This solution holds until a reaches a1 at which point the previous history at Hmin is erased and
the profiles are described by one parameter a s aŽ Ha , J up ., as shown in Fig. 12 for u s 2808 and 3608. From the
above analysis we can construct Bz Ž x,t . for the entire ac period at any location across the sample.
4.4. Numerical simulations and experimental results
The local ac response is a Fourier transform of instantaneous Bz Ž t .. Figs. 13 and 14 show the calculated ac
X
Y
response Bac
y i Bac
at different locations across the sample as a function of Hdc at high and low amplitudes of
Hac respectively. At relatively large Hac the width of flux-free region in the center of the prism modulates with
the instantaneous ac field as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. At the flux front the rise of Bz Ž x . is very steep resulting
X
in a sharp peak in the local Bac
as seen in Fig. 13Ža.. The flux front moves deeper into the sample as Hdc
increases. Qualitatively similar behavior is observed experimentally as shown in Fig. 15. The sharp peaks are
smeared out in experiment due to the averaging over the finite area of the Hall sensor. In addition the steep flux
front at x s a which is obtained theoretically for infinitely thin sample is in practice smoothed over a width of
Y
the order of the samples thickness. The out-of-phase component Bac
shows a sharp dissipation peak that occurs
Y
closer to the prism center as Hdc is increased. Interestingly, the maximum value of Bac
is obtained at x f 0.6
both theoretically, Fig. 13Žb., and experimentally, Fig. 15Žb.. The exact shape of the response as a function of
Hdc depends on how the surface barrier decreases with the field. In our analysis we have assumed the simplest
linear decrease to zero at Hir . This simple form gives a satisfactory qualitative description of the observed
response.
Y
A further important observation is that Bac
obtains negative values at higher values of Hdc near the edges as

X
Y
Fig. 13. Calculated ac response Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. for the prism sample as a function of Hdc for a large ac field Hac s 2 G rms, Bfdown s 4
X
up Ž .
G, Bf 0 s8 G, Hir s 32 G for different locations across the crystal. Sharp peaks of Bac are obtained due to modulation of the width of the
Y
Y
vortex-filled region. The maximum of dissipation signal Bac occurs at x r W f 0.6. Bac near the sample edge attains negative values at
large Hdc .
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X
Y
Fig. 14. Calculated ac responses Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. similar to Fig. 13 but for a low ac field Hac s 0.4 G rms, Bfdown s 4 G, Bfup Ž0. s8 G,
X
Y
Hir s 50 G. Both Bac and Bac change gradually with Hdc . Maximum of dissipation takes place near the sample edge.

X
Y
Fig. 15. Experimental ac response Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. in the prism BSCCO sample ŽT s85 K. as a function of Hdc for a large ac filed
X
Hac s 2 G rms at different locations across the sample x r W: \, 0.1, ^ 0.6, =, 0.75, `, 0.9. The structure in Bac at about 50 Oe is due to
the vortex lattice melting transition.
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X
Y
Fig. 16. Experimental ac response Bac Ža. and Bac Žb. in the BSCCO prism sample at different locations across the sample as in Fig. 15 but
at a low ac field Hac s 0.15 G rms.

shown both theoretically and experimentally in Figs. 13 and 15. The origin of this behavior is as follows. The
change in local field away from the edge of the sample is delayed with respect to the modulation of the applied
Y
field Ždefined as positive Bac
in Figs. 13 and 15. because the perturbation of the external field must first
propagate to the observation point. Remarkably, at large Hdc , the change of internal field near the edge of the
sample is sufficiently rapid Žbecause of the divergence of Bz Ž x . at x f W . that the resulting first harmonic of
Y
the ac response precedes the ac applied field and the sign of the observed Bac
is inverted.
Fig. 14 describes the ac response at low Hac . In this case the position of the flux front is determined by Hdc
and the position of the front does not oscillate during the ac cycle. The vortices enter and leave the sample near
the edge and central part is effectively shielded from the ac signal. As Hdc is increased the surface barrier is
monotonically suppressed and the ac signal penetrates deeper into the sample until a fully reversible behavior is
X
obtained at Hdc G Hir . As a result a rather smooth dependence of Bac
on Hdc is obtained as shown in Fig.
Y
14Ža.Fig. 16Ža.. The out-of-phase component also displays smooth behavior. In this case the largest Bac
is
obtained near the edge of the prism as shown theoretically ŽFig. 14Žb.. and verified experimentally ŽFig. 16Žb...
This is in marked contrast to the behavior at large Hac which is shown in Figs. 13 and 15.

5. Conclusions
There are numerous important differences between the local ac response of platelet- and prism-shaped
X
samples in the absence of bulk pinning which can be summarized as following. Ži. The in-phase response Bac
in
a platelet sample ŽFig. 7Ža.. is always largest in the center, whereas in a prism ŽFig. 15Ža.Fig. 16Ža.. it is always
smallest in the center. Žii. In a prism the ac signal penetrates gradually from the edges starting from almost zero
Hdc , whereas in a platelet the ac signal is fully screened until a well defined dc penetration field. Žiii. In the
X
platelet, a negative Bac
is obtained while it is always positive in the case of the prism. These differences arise
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from the fact that in the prism a vortex-free region in the center of the sample is surrounded by vortex-filled
regions near the edges ŽFig. 9.. The vortex-filled regions expand in phase with the external ac field. In the
platelet the situation is just the opposite. The vortex-filled region is in the center of the sample and it is
surrounded by vortex-free regions. This central vortex-filled region shrinks as the instantaneous field rises in
Y
contrast to prism. Živ. The Bac
also shows major differences in the Hdc dependencies in prism-and platelet-shaped
crystals. In the prism the dissipation peak occurs first near the sample edges and moves inward as Hdc is
increased ŽFig. 15Žb.Fig. 16Žb... In the platelet, in contrast, the dissipation peak occurs simultaneously at all
Y
locations ŽFig. 7Žb... Žv. In the prism Bac
shows broad features and finite dissipation within the sample is
present at all fields below Hir . In the platelet however, the dissipation appears abruptly and is present only in a
Y
relatively narrow range at elevated Hdc . Žvi. A sharp onset of Bac
is always obtained at the edges of the platelet
sample. In the prism, however, the relative height of the dissipation peaks depends on the amplitude of the ac
Y
field ŽFig. 15Žb.Fig. 16Žb... Žvii. In addition, Bac
attains negative values in the prism, while it is always positive
in the platelet. These fundamental differences in the dissipation mechanisms arise from the fact that in a platelet
the geometrical and surface barriers are concentrated at the sample edges, whereas in a prism the surface
barriers are distributed over the entire width of the sample. As a result any displacement of vortices in the prism
Y
is accompanied by dissipation and hence Bac
is present at any Hdc - Hir . In the platelet, vortex displacement in
the bulk causes negligible dissipation. Significant dissipation arises in this sample only when vortices have to
cross the edges and overcome the barriers during the ac cycle. This occurs only in a relatively narrow range
Hpo - Hdc - Hir , with a peak in dissipation that is detected simultaneously at all locations across the sample.
In summary, we have observed major differences in the ac response of samples with different shapes which
emphasize the dominant role of surface and geometrical barriers in BSCCO crystals at elevated temperatures.
Bulk pinning, in contrast, results in a very different response, the qualitative behavior of which is insensitive to
the specific shape of the sample. We have developed a simple model to describe the effects of a distributed
surface barrier and of the resulting local ac response in a prism-shaped sample. The model provides both
qualitative and quantitative description of the ac response in agreement with experimental data.
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